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Abstract—We present prominent structures in video, a representation of visually strong, spatially sparse and temporally stable
structural units, for use in video analysis and editing. With a novel quality measurement of prominent structures in video, we develop a
general framework for prominent structure computation, and an efficient hierarchical structure alignment algorithm between a pair of
videos. The prominent structural unit map is proposed to encode both binary prominence guidances and numerical strength and
geometry details for each video frame. Even though the detailed appearance of videos could be visually different, the proposed
alignment algorithm can find candidate matched prominent structure sub-volumes. Prominent structures in video support a wide range
of video analysis and editing applications including graphic match-cut between successive videos, instant cut editing, finding transition
portals from a video collection, structure-aware video re-ranking, visualizing human action differences, etc.
Index Terms—Video Structure, Video Analysis, Video Editing
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I NTRODUCTION

Spatio-temporal alignment between videos can support
video analysis and editing applications such as video comparison and seamlessly blending of two videos [1], [2]. Previous alignment approaches [3] mainly focus on matching
the same scene based on low-level local features such as
SIFT [4] and SURF [5], which do not define the structure
of the scene well and cannot work if the scenes are totally different. However, in some cases, videos with large
appearance differences can still contain similar structures.
For example, the bone-club and the orbital spacecraft from
the movie 2001: A Space Odyssey, have a totally different
appearance, but perceptually they are similar in terms of visual structure and movement (see Figure 1). This similarity
was utilized to create one of the most well known graphic
match-cuts in movie history.
To be able to match such visual elements in videos,
the video content must be represented in a way that will
convey the shape and structure while disregarding color
and appearance differences. In this paper, we address the
problem of defining such a representation for prominent
structures in videos, and propose a method to align such
structures efficiently for various video analysis and editing
applications. There are two main challenges to this problem:
the first is how to define the structures that reveal the
temporally moving main elements in video, regardless of
•
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Figure 1. A graphic match-cut from the movie 2001: A Space Odyssey.

color, texture, etc.; the second is how to efficiently and
robustly align moving structures between a pair of videos.
To face the first challenge, we present a key technical
contribution by defining prominent structures in a video:
these are structures that are visually strong, spatially sparse
and temporally stable along the time-line. Prominent structures represent prominent visual shapes in one video that
can be matched to similar shapes in another video. They
support high-level shape similarity, that is more meaningful
than low-level color or pixel similarity. Prominent structures
go beyond the edge detection in images or video. Many
existing edge extraction algorithms [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]
create edge maps with many small edges that do not convey
major structures and are unstable over time. We present a
metric to evaluate how good the prominent structures are in
terms of the three characteristics we defined, and a general
framework to extract such structures from videos.
To face the second challenge, we propose to align videos
by matching the prominent structures within two subvolumes using a coarse-to-fine search strategy. Given two
videos with dimensions w1 × h1 and w2 × h2 , and lengths
t1 , t2 , respectively, we represent the two videos as cubes V1
and V2 of size w1 × h1 × t1 and w2 × h2 × t2 by stacking the
frames of each video. Using this representation, we perform
a correlation-based matching of content corresponding to
a pair of sub-volumes v1 ⊂ V1 , v2 ⊂ V2 , of the same size
w × h × t, where shapes or structures inside v1 and v2 are to
aligned.
Once a match of the prominent structures between
videos is found, it can be used for various video analysis
and editing applications such as creating a visually smooth
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Figure 2. Prominent structures in videos can be used for various video analysis and editing applications.

graphic match-cut between shots, matching and transitioning non-identical scenes among unstructured video collection, visualizing the differences between videos, and defining structure-aware video search re-ranking (see Figure 2).
Using graphic match-cut, we also conduct user experiences
of video transitions on normal displays, demonstrating the
advantage of prominent structures in video editing.
Our work has the following main contributions:
(1) The definition of prominent structures in videos,
by which the main structures of two appearance-dissimilar
videos can be potentially aligned.
(2) A measurement to evaluate prominent structures,
which are visually strong, spatially sparse and temporally
stable, and a general framework to extract prominent structures in video.
(3) A correlation-based search method for potential
structure matches in a pair of videos.
(4) Wide applications supported by prominent structures
and the video structure alignment, including video analysis,
editing and visualization applications.

2

R ELATED W ORK

Our work is closely related to video editing, video matching,
edge detection and video saliency detection works.
Video Editing. Video editing requires professional skills
so that fluent narration and artistic expression can be
perceived by viewers. One typical video assembly editing
involves a tedious process of reviewing individual shots,
segmenting them into clips, and then assembling them to
the film [11], [12]. Many intelligent video editing works
have been proposed to manipulate video content in computer graphics community. For example, the manipulation
of objects in video [13], [14], [15], [16], video stabilization
[17], [18], [19] and hyper-lapse [20], [21], [22] have been
proposed to enhance the original video.
Recently, computational cinematography models have
been investigated by computer graphics researchers, with
the goals of creating better tools for non-professionals. Several works have addressed the continuity editing problem
in virtual 3D animations or games [23], [24], [25]. With
the holistic sense of the scene, the content is rendered by
planing an optimal camera path, driven by continuity of
actors, actions and camera movements. For live videos,
domain specific footage editing systems have been developed, including lecture video editing [26], [27], interview
video [28], social cameras [29], [30], gaze-driven editing

[31], instructional videos [32], [33], themed text [34], and
dialogue scenes [35]. Our work presents an application of
graphic match-cuts, which is an expressive editing concept
that does not depend on a specific domain. The match-cut
can be applied between any given shots, even if they are
unrelated, as long as they have some structural element that
links them.
Video Matching. There is a rich history of research
in space-time video alignment such as [3], [36], [37], [38],
[39], [40], to name a few. Generally speaking, the above
methods work on identical scenes with slight light, color,
action or camera pose difference, based on local feature
matching. Although these matching approaches are robust
for an identical scene, they are more fragile on appearancedissimilar video pairs from different scenes. Neither pixel
colors nor local features [4], [5] would match in such cases.
In VideoSnapping [2], partial scene difference along camera
paths are inferred globally from matched identical parts.
However, this technique will fail without partial periods
of the same scene in the path. Video diff [41] finds and
highlights differences between similar actions by overlaying
edges from one video to another. This technique is able
to match actions with the same background, but fails to
match different scenes. Our approach can provide more
accurate highlight results by aligning and highlighting only
prominent actions instead of all video content.
Our method has an advantage over existing video
matching works, as it can match prominent structures in
appearance-dissimilar videos that can originate from different scenes altogether. Prominent structures are robust and
insensitive to appearance dissimilarity, while computational
effective by matching them using hierarchical correlation.
Such cross-scene video matching supports a variety of video
editing applications such as computational cinematography
in continuity editing and visualization.
Edge Detection. The proposed prominent structures in
video go beyond edge-detection in images and video. There
is a large body of work on edge-detection algorithms, here
we only highlight a few widely used representative works.
Early pioneering works include the Sobel operator [42], and
zero-crossing based edge detection [6]. The Canny edge
detector [43], built upon the Sobel operator, performed
more robustly by introducing Gaussian smoothing and bithreshold edge extraction. Later, researchers focused on
hand-crafted feature design, with the help of color, gradient
and texture information. Representative works are Statisti-
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cal Edges [9], Pb [44] and mean-shift [45]. These methods
are able to predict clean edges, but lack high-level information and semantics. Recently, learning based methods
have been developed, including Holistically-nested Edge
Detection (HED) [7], Convolutional Oriented Boundaries
[46], and Richer Convolutional Features (RCF) [10], etc.
Typically, learning-based methods are aware of high-level
semantics, and can predict more accurate results on test sets
such as Berkeley Segmentation Dataset [47]. However, while
performing well on image datasets, results from learningbased methods can be cluttered and temporally unstable in
videos, and are less suitable for our needs.
The prominent structure concept in this work is oriented
towards video analysis and editing and is different from
the goal of edges extracted using the above edge detection
methods. While prominent structure computation builds
upon existing works of edge-preserving image smoothing
[48], [49], [50] and spatio-temporal mean-shift [51] ideas and
is simple to implement, it outperforms existing image edgedetection methods for prominent structure determination in
video as shown in our evaluation on public datasets.
Video Saliency Detection. Saliency detection has attracted amount of research interest, and can be used in various tasks such as video segmentation and summarization.
Compared with saliency detection in still images [52], dynamic saliency detection in videos is more challenging due
to the complicated temporal information [53]. Several video
saliency detection methods [54], [55], [56] focus on bottomup attention detection, considering addition temporal information over static images, while more advanced deep
learning based methods [57], [58], [59], [60], [61] mainly use
the fully convolutional networks and variations to predict
visual attention regions or salient objects. Different from
video saliency detection which predicts dense scores of eyefixations or salient objects, the goal of the proposed method
is to represent the prominent structures of video, for wide
applications such as video matching, analysis and visualization. We evaluate the alignment of video between the
proposed prominent structures and salient object detection
methods in Section 5.2.

3

a textured region and are therefore more salient. We aim to
filter out structures which are short or blurry in either time
or space, as well as cluttered or unstable ones, because they
are less salient and less coherent. In addition, we would like
the computation of such structures to be efficient.
Formally, we present the prominent structural unit map
(PSUM) M = {I, Θ}, which is a 2D vector field representing
the structural units in a video frame with size w × h. Each
pixel p in the map is assigned two real values I(p) and
Θ(p) each in the range [0, 1] and [0, 2π) respectively. I(p)
encodes the strength of prominent structural unit, where
a large value indicates the corresponding structural unit is
strong and stable. Θ(p) is the angle encoding the orientation
of the local gradient of the image at p, representing the local
geometric information around the pixel.
To our knowledge, there are no benchmarks for evaluating prominent structures in videos. Public edge detection
benchmarks such as the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset [47]
are defined for image segmentation and general image edge
detection. These are different than our goal of extracting
prominent structures. In addition, labeling specific edges in
frames with temporal coherence is challenging even for humans. Instead, we propose three measures for evaluating the
goal of extracting prominent structures. Later, we compare
our algorithm with several representative edge detection
methods using these measures. The three measures indicate
the strength, sparsity and temporal stability of the extracted
structural unit maps and are in line with the concept of
prominent structures.
Strength. A prominent structure in a video should be
visually strong (sometimes also called salient) compared
to the non-prominent ones. Intuitively, if there are both
visually weak and visually strong structures in a video,
the strong ones are more important for matching prominent
structures. Hence, the magnitude of the gradient of prominent structures is expected to be as large as possible. We use
the average per-pixel gradient magnitude of structural units
to measure the strength term Cs as follows:

Cs =

1 X
||D(p)||2 ,
|E|

(1)

p∈E

3

P ROMINENT S TRUCTURES IN V IDEO

Many video analysis and editing applications build upon
prominent structures in videos. In this section, we present
the prominent structural unit maps as the feature representation for prominent structures in a video-frame, and
propose a novel metric for prominent structure quality in
video, then design a framework to compute such structures.
In Section 4 we use these structures to align temporal
windows in two videos, resulting in an alignment of main
video structures.

where E is the set of pixels belonging to detected structures
in the prominent structural unit map, D(·) is the gradient
field computed using the Sobel operator. Stronger structures
have higher strength term values.
Sparsity. Sparsity is encouraged in prominent structure
computation, as opposed to extracting all possible small
and cluttered structures. We define the sparsity term Ca
as the average local structural unit sparsity in a 50 × 50
neighborhood N (p) centered at pixel p:

Ca =

X X
1
δE (q),
|E| · |N |

(2)

p∈E q∈N (p)

3.1

Definition and Measures of Prominent Structures

We use three main characteristics to distinguish prominent
structures in video. A prominent structure should be visually strong, spatially sparse, and temporally stable. Stability
of prominent structures does not mean that they are stationary, but that they can move consecutively over a period of
time. Separability means that they are not contained within

where δE (q) is an indicator function that returns 1 if q ∈
E , and 0 otherwise, and |N | is the neighborhood size. The
sparser the structures, the lower the value of the sparsity
term.
Temporal stability. Prominent structures in videos are
expected to be stable over time. This means that flicking
structures and structures that do not have a match in the
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Figure 3. Pipeline of prominent structure computation.

next frame should not be considered as prominent. In each
frame, we compute the ratio of structural units that are
temporally coherent to all structural units. We leverage
optical flow [62] to estimate the corresponding pixel locations in the next frame, and determine whether the pixels
corresponding to every structural units in the next frame
are also structural units:
1 X
Ct =
δE 0 (p0 ),
(3)
|E|
p∈E

where p is the position of a structural unit in the current
frame and p0 is the corresponding position in the next frame
estimated using optical flow; E is the structural unit set in
the current frame and E 0 is the structural unit set in the
next frame; δE 0 (p0 ) is an indicator function that returns 1 if
p0 ∈ E 0 , and 0 otherwise. This term measures how stable the
structural unit set is, with a larger value indicating higher
stability.
3.2

A Framework for Computing Prominent Structures

Based on the definition and measures, we propose a general
framework to search strong structural units that separate
large neighboring regions while being temporally stable.
Briefly, we employ a filtering process to remove weak structures, and use the spatio-temporal mean-shift boundary
detection as a guidance to guarantee sparsity and temporal
stability. To provide accurate local structural information,
we compute magnitude and angle from frame content details, and combine with the guidance to represent prominent
structures. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.
The filtering step outputs filtered frames fs and fw (see
Figure 3 (a)). It provides strong candidates of prominent
structures by filtering out weak and small structures. Both
are created by edge-preserving image smoothing of the
input video to filter out textures and flatten color variations.
By default, strong filtering is used in fs to find structures
and weak smoothing is used in fw to preserve details, but
this is optional and can depend on the video quality. As an
implementation of the general framework, we found that
the L0 -gradient-minimization [48] with smoothing parameters λs = 0.05 and λw = 0.005 works well, but other edgepreserving filtering algorithms can be used as well.
To pursue sparsity and temporal stability of structures,
the second step is to construct a prominence guidance map
G from each frame fs that will be used as a prior for prominent structure determination (see Figure 3 (c)). We choose to
use the off-the-shelf spatio-temporal mean-shift boundary

detection method [51] to determine such structures. The
mean-shift boundary detection interprets mean shift as a
topological decomposition of the 6D xytLab feature space
into density modes using Morse theory, and then builds on
the watershed technique and uses topological persistence to
extract spatio-temporal boundary. G(p) is labeled as true if p
is located on a prominent structure, otherwise it is labeled as
false. The spatio-temporal mean-shift boundary detection for
prominence guidance map computation can be optionally
replaced by more advanced algorithms in the future.
The strength and geometry details of structural units are
computed in the third step (see Figure 3 (d)). The detailed
gradient map M̃ = {Ĩ, Θ̃} for each frame from fw is given
using Sobel operator [42]. The Ĩ component is denoted
as the magnitudes of gradients and the Θ̃ component is
denoted as the local orientation of gradients. This gradient
map provides the details of all pixels in a video frame,
including both prominent and non-prominent structural
units.
Next, we combine the detailed gradient map M̃ and
the prominence guidance map G to generate the prominent
structural unit map M (see Figure 3 (e)):

M̃ (p), G(p) = true
M (p) =
(4)
(0, 0◦ ),
otherwise,
When matching the structures of two videos, we would
also like to accommodate possible small deformation and
misalignment of structures. To this end, we further expand
the prominent structural unit map M to a prominent structural band map M b = {I b , Θb }. We generate a band with
a width α = 10 around each prominent structural unit by
dilation and extrapolation of the values of M similar to [63]
(see Figure 3 (f)). We will show in Section 5 that the prominent structural band map improves the matching accuracy
with the tolerances in deformation and misalignment.

4

A LIGNING P ROMINENT S TRUCTURES

The basic idea for aligning prominent structures between
videos is to compare their prominent structures over time.
Similar to video cubes of size W × H and length T , we can
stack the prominent band maps of each frame to create the
prominent structure volume M = {I b (p), Θb (p)}W ×H×T ,
where p = (px , py , pz ) is a 3D location in the map volume
representing the pixel (px , py ) in frame pz .
Given two videos V1 and V2 with prominent structure volumes M1 and M2 , we look for candidate video
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alignments. The candidate alignment is a pair of volumes
v1 , v2 , and a score indicating their matching quality. Before
we describe how we search for candidate alignments in
a coarse-to-fine manner, we present the correlation-based
matching metric between two prominent structure subvolumes v1 , v2 .
4.1

Correlation-based Metric

Similar to the boundary band map (BBM) method used to
match specific template patterns [63], we use a correlationbased metric to compute the matching score of a pair of
prominent structure sub-volumes v1 , v2 of size (w, h, t). We
do not require w and h to be of the size of the original
videos, and they can be smaller for spatial registration.
We designate the (left, top, front) corner points of v1 , v2
inside the videos V1 , V2 by points p1 , p2 , respectively. We
denote D = {(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), . . . , (w, h, t)} as the domain
of all integer tuples in the range (0, 0, 0) to (w, h, t) and
r as the 3D position which enumerates possible elements
in D . The total matching score C(v1 , v2 ) is defined as
the weighted correlation of the prominent structural band
maps:


w (r)·I b (p +r)·I b (p +r)·|D|

2
1
2
1
C(v1 , v2 ) = r∈D θ
R1 ·R2 +

b
b
R1 =
r∈D I1 (p1 + r) · I1 (p1 + r)

b
b
R2 =
r∈D I2 (p2 + r) · I2 (p2 + r),

(5)
(6)
(7)

where I1b (p1 + r) and I2b (p2 + r) are the prominence
scores at the same correlated position r from corresponding
prominent structure volumes M1 and M2 . R1 and R2 are
normalization terms, and  is an auxiliary constant set to
0.01 that prevents division by zero for empty volume proposals with very few prominent structures. The weighting
factor wθ (r) represents the alignment of the gradient angles:

wθ (r) = cos(|Θb1 (p1 + r) − Θb2 (p2 + r)|),

(8)

where Θb1 (p1 + r) and Θb2 (p1 + r) are the angle values at the
same correlated position r from corresponding prominent
structure volumes M1 and M2 .
The matching metric of video structures encourages the
correlation of structures with large prominence score that
also have a consistent direction. Uncorrelated structures do
not contribute to the final score. It also encourages larger
matching volumes, and ensures temporal consistency since
the correlation is calculated on the video volume over time.
A naı̈ve search for matching volumes can exhaustively
enumerate all possible volume pairs from the two videos
and use the metric to rank possible candidates for structure alignment. However, this is not feasible in terms of
computation time and does not deal with the possibility of
matching at different scales.
4.2

Coarse-to-fine Search for Matching

We present a hierarchical solution to efficiently match subvolumes. We perform an initial exhaustive search on a
down-sampled space-time volume of the prominent band
maps. Then, we refine only potential candidate matches to

Initial Match

Upscale

Refinement

Matched Volume

Search Space

Figure 4. Illustration of hierarchical prominent structure match. For
clarity, this figure shows the original images instead of the prominent
structural band maps that are actually used in the match; the temporal
dimension is omitted.

finer levels of the hierarchy while discarding the majority
of matchings which have low scores at coarser levels. Using
a hierarchy also allows us to fast compute matches across
different scales. Figure 4 illustrates the matching process.
Hierarchy construction. We start by building a pyramid
P(t̂) for all prominent band maps M(t̂) corresponding to
the t̂-th frame. In our implementation, the pyramid has 9
layers {P√l (t̂)|1 ≤ l ≤ 9} with a constant spatial scaling
factor of 22 . In this configuration, the coarsest layer P 1 (t̂)
1
1
has the dimensions 16
W × 16
H , and the finest layer P 9 (t̂)
has the original resolution W × H . When building the
pyramid, the intensity component I of the prominent structures are down-sampled using bi-cubic interpolation, while
the angle component Θ is down-sampled using nearest
neighbor interpolation. In addition to building the spatial
pyramid for each prominent band map, we also temporally
downscale the maps by uniformly sampling the hierarchies
 = {P  } ⊂ P .
at 1 FPS: P
t̂
Initial match at coarse layers. At the initial matching
stage, given two prominent band map hierarchies P1 , P2 
l
where P{1,2} = {P{1,2}
(t̂)|1 ≤ l ≤ 9, 1 ≤ t̂ ≤ T{1,2} }, we
only enumerate and evaluate a coarse version of volumes
{
vi , vj } for various different dimensions (w, h, t) located
, usat the coarsest layers of the sampled temporal indices P
ing Equation 5. To add more candidate matchings between
structures originally at different scales, cross-layer matching
using exhaustive search that aligns structures at different
scales is performed. We not only match between volumes
at the coarsest level P11 , P21 , but also match between the
coarsest layer and the three subsequent layers checking
{2,3,4}
{2,3,4}
both P11 , P2
, and P1
, P21 . To avoid resolution
incompatibility issue, we do not go deep to all the 9 layers
when performing cross-layer matching. During this initial
matching search, we maintain a candidate pool of the top
250 matching scores for each pair of matched layer. In the
end we have 1750 candidate volume pairs with low spatial
resolution and low temporal sampling.
Space-time refinement. We refine the candidate matchvi , vj } of coarser layers, through the
ing volume pairs {
hierarchical structure in spatial and temporal dimensions
simultaneously. Iteratively, for each candidate volume pair,
we upscale the volume from layer l − 1 to layer l, and then
update the proposal pair by searching the optimal matching
volumes near the current volume location.
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ALGORITHM 1: Hierarchical Structure Match
input : Prominent band map sequences M1 and M2 with
frame rate F
output: Top K matching volume pairs V
V ← Φ;
P1 ←Build hierarchy structure for M1 ;
P2 ←Build hierarchy structure for M2 ;
b1 ←Temporally sample P1 ;
P
b2 ←Temporally sample P2 ;
P
b1 and P
b2 ;
{hb
vi , vbj i} ← Do initial match between P
{hvi , vj i} ← {hb
vi , vbj i}
SpatialSpace ← [−16, 16];
TempoSpace ← [−F, F];
for l ← 2 to 9 do
√
SpatialSpace ← √22 SpatialSpace;
TempoSpace ← 22 TempoSpace;
{hvi , vj i} ← Upscale {hvi , vj i} from layer l − 1 to layer
l;
{hvi , vj i} ← Update {hvi , vj i} within searching range
SpatialSpace and TempoSpace;
end
V ← {hvi , vj i};
Sort V according to matching score in descending order;
while |V| > K do
Pop back the last element hvi , vj i ∈ V ;
end

We search in a given range around the original volumes for the best matching volumes using our correlation based metric. The spatial offset range for search16
ing is [− (√2)
, √ 16 ] and the temporal offset range is
l−1 ( 2)l−1

F
, √ F ], where F is original frame rate. This
[− (√2)
l−1 ( 2)l−1
process is repeated iteratively until we reach the original
resolution size and get the volumes {hvi , vj i}. The whole
coarse-to-fine match algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.

4.3

Implementation Details

To further accelerate the matching process, we used several
optimization mechanisms. First, we use summed volume
table (SVT) to efficiently obtain the prominent band maps
for a matching volume pairs. The intermediate terms from
Equation 5 inside bigger volumes are stored for fast accessing using the 3D version of summed area table [64]. Second,
we use a fixed aspect ratio w : h of 16 : 9 for the searching
window and specify t in advance (around one second by
default). Third, we prune the search space by removing
volumes with little shape and structure. When enumerating
matching volume pairs, we calculate the prominent band
map response sum inside each volume, and skip the matching process if the sum value for a candidate volume is below
a threshold of 1.0.
Results of different initial matches that are close to
each other could potentially converge to the same volumes
during refinement. To remove this redundancy, we use nonmaximum suppressions for candidate matching volume
pairs at each matching layer. We only keep the results with
maximum matching score inside a 7 × 7 local window for
further refinement.
To keep the field of view as large as possible, for
each candidate matching result we extrapolate the original
matching volume dimension w×h as large as possible, while
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preserving the matching score, aspect ratio and volume
alignment. At the end of this process the top candidate
matching volumes can be displayed to the user, allowing
him/her to choose which one to use, according to the
application.

5

E VALUATIONS OF P ROMINENT S TRUCTURES
A LIGNMENTS

AND

In this section, we evaluate the prominent structure quality
based on the proposed measurements as well as the video
structure alignment quality between our method and edgebased methods.
5.1

Evaluation of Prominent Structure Computation

As aforementioned, to our knowledge, there are no benchmarks for evaluating edge detection in videos, let alone
the detection of prominent structures in video. Labeling
the edges in frames with temporal coherence is challenging
even for humans. Instead, we use the proposed measures to
evaluate our method and related edge detection methods:
Canny edge detector (Canny) [43], edge-preserving filter
[48] followed with Canny edge detector (L0 +Canny), convolutional oriented boundaries (COB) [46], holistically-nested
edges (HED) [7] and richer convolutional features for edge
detection (RCF) [10] (see Figure 5). The non-maximal suppressed version of alternative edge detection methods are
used for fair comparison. The results indicate that methods
like [43] generate visually cluttered edges, while the deep
learning-based methods [7], [10], [46] generate temporally
unstable edges; even their non-maximal suppressed version
includes many non-prominent structures.
To quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed prominent structure extraction framework, we test
prominent structures on four public video datasets [65], [66],
[67], [68]. These are unbiased datasets, designed for different
computer vision tasks. Table 1 gives the full statistics on the
following public video datasets:
•

•

•

•

Column 2-4 show the evaluation results on saliencybased segmentation dataset [65]. This dataset contains ten videos each with a salient object.
Column 5-7 illustrate the statistics of extracted structures on MPI Sintel optical flow dataset [66]. Because
this dataset contains the ground truth optical flow,
here we use the ground truth optical flow to compute
the temporal stability term.
Column 8-10 give the performance of the methods on
sample videos from the e-Lab video dataset [67] created for general object recognition. Ten videos from
this dataset are tested where prominent structures
were guaranteed in each video.
The last three columns show the statistics on UCF
Sports Action dataset [68]. Twelve videos from this
dataset with high quality content and prominent
structures are tested.

We clarify that, as observed in the first two dataset, the
temporal stability of Canny edges is the highest. This is
because Canny edges may include dense, cluttered textures
that are temporally stable, which can contribute to the
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Input
Canny
L0+Canny
COB
HED
RCF
Ours
Figure 5. Visual comparison of prominent structure computation and edge detection results. For COB, HED, RCF methods, the non-maximal
suppressed results are shown together with their original detection results in the top-right corner.
Table 1
Evaluation of prominent structure computation in video by comparing representative edge detection methods and our prominent structural
unit-based method on four public video datasets. Str. stands for the strength term, Spa. is the sparsity term, Stb. is the temporal stability term. In
each column, the best values are highlighted using bold font and second best values are highlighted using underlines. ∗ Note that for the sparsity
term, smaller values are better.
SalientObj. Dataset
MPI Sintel Dataset
e-Lab Dataset
UCF Sports Dataset
Method
Str.
Spa.∗
Stb.
Str.
Spa.∗
Stb.
Str.
Spa.∗
Stb.
Str.
Spa.∗
Stb.
Canny
0.253
0.124
0.720
0.257
0.100
0.672
0.348
0.106
0.823
0.249
0.101
0.780
L0 +Canny
0.371
0.054
0.623
0.383
0.048
0.553
0.487
0.054
0.784
0.363
0.047
0.721
COB
0.368
0.052
0.618
0.273
0.055
0.573
0.490
0.045
0.766
0.294
0.056
0.741
HED
0.435
0.046
0.624
0.433
0.035
0.551
0.504
0.046
0.803
0.354
0.044
0.749
RCF
0.418
0.052
0.642
0.381
0.042
0.529
0.546
0.044
0.803
0.360
0.051
0.755
PSUM
0.518
0.043
0.657
0.640
0.033
0.607
0.689
0.043
0.848
0.498
0.041
0.795
Table 2
Evaluation of structure alignments: IoU statistics of the matching windows computed using our hierarchical match with various different methods,
compared to the ground truth window labeled by human subjects.
Method
COB
HED
RCF
Salient Object
Ours Guidance
Ours PSUM
Ours PSBM

Statue
86.0%
94.0%
91.3%
94.9%
86.0%
90.2%
94.2%

Swan
85.4%
72.4%
76.2%
84.3%
73.4%
85.7%
93.3%

Bull
62.2%
79.2%
76.7%
97.9%
82.8%
94.8%
95.2%

Mountain
88.0%
90.0%
97.3%
74.2%
95.6%
96.7%
96.8%

Desert
89.5%
86.4%
79.4%
81.1%
74.4%
74.5%
91.8%

temporal stability score. However, this significantly lowers
the performance of strength and sparsity. These quantitative
results indicate that our prominent structure computing
framework comprehensively outperforms existing edge detection methods.
5.2

Evaluation of Structure Alignments

To validate the performance of the prominent structural
units in aligning structures of two videos, we further compare the matches found by our method against edge detection method [7] and salient object detection method [61],
using the same correlation-based hierarchical matching. We
prepared 10 pairs of short videos for alignment, and asked
five human subjects to manually label the matched prominent structures using rectangles with a fixed aspect ratio.
During the labeling, the labelers played the pair of videos
several times and then labeled the rectangle in a specific
frame. An overlay of the videos were shown for accurate labeling. Then, we created the average rectangle of all subjects,
and enlarge it back to keep the aspect ratio. These rectangles
are regarded as the ground truth matching window pair.

London
68.1%
90.2%
88.5%
64.7%
88.0%
88.2%
90.6%

Eiffel Tower
88.1%
71.6%
59.4%
55.1%
63.8%
84.4%
89.3%

Baby
77.0%
71.1%
61.7%
88.2%
81.1%
94.2%
88.2%

Rings
85.2%
89.4%
91.5%
89.6%
95.3%
95.5%
95.5%

Cat
74.0%
74.2%
73.7%
98.9%
82.8%
82.8%
99.0%

Overall
80.4%
81.9%
79.5%
82.9%
82.4%
88.7%
93.4%

Figure 6 (red rectangle) shows 3 pairs of representative
ground truth matches. Next, we computed structure alignments between the two videos using our method (Figure
6, green rectangle) and other methods such as HED edges
[7] (Figure 6, yellow rectangle) and salient object detection
[61] (Figure 6, blue rectangle). Lastly, we compared the
intersection-over-union (IoU) value of the proposed match
windows against the ground truth windows. The full IoU
statistics of all methods are given in Table 2. This experiment
indicates that prominent structural unit maps are generally
more suitable to compute structure alignment, compared to
edges detection and salient-object detection methods. We
would clarify that although video matching using saliencybased method and our method performed quite similarly
on videos with clear and isolated foreground objects, our
method performed significantly better than scenes without
such foregrounds. We report an ablation study, evaluating
the intermediate outputs of our algorithm in Table 2, where
Ours Guidance stands for the intermediate outputs of spatiotemporal mean-shift (see Figure 2(d)), Ours PSUM stands for
the intermediate outputs combined from the detail branch
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Desert

Eiffel Tower

8

Mountain

Figure 6. Visual comparison of structure alignments using prominent
structures, Holistically-nested edges (HED) and salient object detection,
see text for details.
(a) Graphic Match-cuts of Static Scene

and the guidance branch (see Figure 2(e)), Ours PSBM
stands for the prominent structural band map. The statistics
indicate that the final output for matching is valid and
optimal.
Running-time performance. We used a 4.0GHz PC with
i7-4790K CPU and 32GB memory to run the algorithm. The
running time of our algorithm depends mostly on the spatial
resolution and duration of the input videos, but also on the
complexity of the prominent contents. In Table 3 we report
the running-time on typical video shots in minutes.

6

V IDEO A NALYSIS AND E DITING

The proposed prominent structures and alignments support
a wide range of applications in video editing, analysis and
visualization. We show some of the application results in
graphic match-cut, instant cut, finding portals from video
collection, structure-aware video re-ranking, highlighting
action differences between appearance-dissimilar videos
and non-photorealistic rendering. We strongly encourage
readers to watch the supplementary video for the best
experiences of more results.
6.1

Video Editing

Graphic match-cuts between videos. A graphic match-cut
in a movie is a cut where some visual element in the current
shot is spatially aligned with a visual element in the next
shot. Even if such cuts are noticeable, instead of breaking
the movie flow, they enhance it, and often convey some
important meaning (e.g. the bone and orbital Figure in the
introduction). They form the basis for continuity editing,
which is a standard practice in Hollywood film-making for
seamless reality effect [69]. Accurately computing graphic
match-cuts is challenging when the camera or the elements
are moving. To create a match cut the director must plan the
shooting specifically so that matching elements will align in
the frames of the two consecutive shots.
Based on the proposed prominent structures, we present
a method that can automatically finds potential graphic
match-cuts between two given shots that were not planned
to match ahead of time. As the videos may have appearance
dissimilarities, we use a dissolve effect to linearly transitioning two given shots within the matched volume pair. Crosslayer matching that introduce a scaling factor on the aligned
structures can be accomplished using a zoom-in or zoomout before the match-cut.

(b) Graphic Match-cuts of Dynamic Scene

Figure 7. Several examples of graphic match-cuts between two shots.

We have generated several matches using pairs of
appearance-dissimilar shots from a video footage downloading website1 . We use shots that are shorter than thirty
seconds (in longer shots the user can select a sub-shot to
apply our algorithm), with a resolution of 960 × 540. Given
two shots, our algorithm automatically computes K = 10
possible matching results and ranks them according to the
structure similarity metric between their prominent structures. Figure 7 shows a gallery of graphic match-cut results
using the top returned match in both static and dynamic
scenes.
Sequences using graphic match-cuts. We have created long sequences of shots where transitions are graphic
match-cuts from the top 10 returned matches by our algorithm. Such sequences would have been very hard to
produce without our method. Figure 8 shows two such sequences using sampled frames from the original video. Note
how the graphic structures in the frames are well aligned
within the highlighted matching windows. To generate a
visually smooth video, the size (zoom level) of frames
within every shot are linearly interpolated between the two
matching windows at the beginning and end of the shot.
Instant cut editing. In most cases, a graphic matchcut is performed using a dissolving operation. However,
a match-cut could also be performed instantly by a hardcut in one frame, that instantly changes the background.
We demonstrate such cuts in examples “flash move” (see
Figure 9 and supplementary video). The inputs are three
walking shots captured with fixed static cameras, at different places. In each shot, the actor walks from left to right,
1. http://www.shutterstock.com
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Figure 8. Long shot sequence examples. Each row shows a shot sequence transitioned using three successive graphic match-cuts (Transition 1-3).
The matching windows are highlighted using red rectangles.

Shot 1

Shot 2

Shot 3

...

...

...

Cut

Cut

Figure 9. Flash move example by instant cuts. Three walking shots are assembled together using hard cuts.

Small Disparity

Medium Disparity

Large Disparity

Different Scenes

Figure 10. Application of finding portals and transitioning between shots in unstructured video collection [30]. Each column shows a pair of
transitioning frames with highlighted matching window pair.

1

2

3

4

...
Our Re-ranking

...
Query

GIST Re-ranking

...
SURF Re-ranking

Figure 11. Structure-aware video re-ranking. Left: query video retrieved
from Flickr using keyword “boat”. Right from top to bottom: top re-ranking
results from our method, GIST feature matching and SURF feature
matching.

in different places and sometimes also with different outfit.
Our algorithm can match the poses of the actor and produce
a “flash move” visual effect using an instant cut, even if the
background and outfit are different.
6.2

Video Analysis

Matching and transitioning non-identical scene among
unstructured video collection. Our algorithm can be used
to match and transition between shots from an unstructured
video collection where videos are with various camera

motions such as large motion with quick pan and fast
zooming. In the Videoscapes system [30], robust portals for
transitioning can be found by 3D reconstruction of the scene
from the video collection. Our algorithm has a complementary goal of finding transition portals between shots with
similar prominent structures. We ran our algorithm on the
L ONDON T OWER and B IG B EN sub-sets from Videoscapes
dataset. Our algorithm can find transition portals between
the L ONDON T OWER frames with small, medium and large
view differences. Moreover, we successfully found portals
from B IG B EN to L ONDON T OWER under different camera
motions, as shown in Figure 10.
Structure-aware re-ranking of retrieved videos. Videos
retrieved from websites using keywords usually use rankings related to scene recognition results. Our video structure
alignment method can be used to further filter and re-rank
retrieved videos based on their prominent structure similarity to a query video. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of our method by downloading 16 videos from Flickr with
the query key-word “boat”, and setting one retrieved video
with a three second clip as the query, then re-ranking the
others based on the pairwise alignment score to the query.
We show in Figure 11 the re-ranked video thumbnails by our
method, Spatial Envelope (GIST feature) matching [70], and
local feature matching [5]. The results indicate that SURF
feature is less feasible to match videos with large appearance
difference. While GIST feature encodes a global sense of a
scene, it is not able to align partial prominent structures
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of videos. Our method can align prominent structures of
videos not limited by global scene similarity.
6.3

Visualization and Non-photorealistic Rendering

Highlighting action differences between videos. Our
video structure alignment method is able to support highlighting action differences, aka Video diff [41], between
videos. In Video diff, similar actions are performed twice
at the same place and their differences are highlighted
using structure overlay. Our method can further match and
highlight actions from appearance-dissimilar videos disregarding non-prominent background textures. We compare
our method with the original video diff method [41], as well
as general key-point match [5] and pose keypoint-based
match [71] methods, which are implemented by RANSAC
matching of corresponding point sets, finding the best alignments and overlaying the edges from one video over frames
of another video [41]. We show two examples in Figure
12: E XAMPLE 1 in (A) and (B) illustrates the same action
sequence performed in two different scenes, and E XAM PLE 2 in (C) and (D) illustrates the same action sequence
performed in the same scene, but at different locations.
Matching based on SURF fails on E XAMPLE 1 (E), and
aligns the rigid background rather than the human action
in E XAMPLE 2 (F). Figure 12 (G) and (H) shows the results
from [41]. Figure 12 (I) and (J) shows the results of posebased match, based on human pose detection [71]. Figure 12
(K) and (L) are our alignment and visualization results. The
results indicate that by considering only prominent structures, our method achieves more accurate action matching
than SURF match [5] and [41]. Comparing to pose key-point
match [71], our matching is slightly better. Moreover, the
visualization using only prominent structures concentrates
more on the human body. By using the prominent structure
alignment, we can compare actions of different people with
large appearance differences: in Figure 13, the video diff
results of two golf players in different scenes are shown,
where our result outperforms the alternative methods.
Non-photorealistic rendering based on prominent
structures. Our prominent structures can also be used for
non-photorealistic single-video rendering. The cartoon style
non-photorealistic rendering video can be enhanced for by
outlining the prominent structures. In our implementation,
the real-time video abstraction [72] is used as a basis for
cartoon stylization where only prominent structures are
shown. Figure 14 shows different rendering styles: without
prominent structures, with only prominent structures, and
with all structures rendered.
6.4

Perceptual Studies of Graphic Match-cuts

We invited a movie editor with 6 years of professional
movie post-processing experience to create graphic matchcuts manually. He was asked to generate graphic matchcuts using the same types of operations as our algorithm.
The operations include aligning two videos in the timeline, uniform scaling of the videos, cropping and translation
and dissolving. More advanced operations such as colormatching and visual effects were forbidden. We observed
the editor’s process. First, he started by browsing the video
contents in normal speed. Then, he chose some candidate
local temporal windows repeatedly by playing them in slow
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Table 3
The performance of generating matches using our algorithm vs. the
time for generating them by an editor using a commercial software.
Frames is the total number of input frames of two shots in each scene;
PSBM Proc. is the prominent structural band map processing time;
Match Proc. is the correlation-based hierarchical match processing
time; Hand is the manual matching time of a skilled movie editor.
Scene
Swan
Mountain
Ring
Bull
Eiffel

Frames
775
920
752
1556
550

PSBM Proc.
1.7m
1.9m
1.4m
2.5m
1.3m

Match Proc.
0.5m
0.8m
0.7m
1.3m
0.8m

Hand
4.2m
5.2m
4.3m
9.0m
7.4m

Table 4
Average graphic match-cut perceptual ratings for our method (Ours)
and manual edited cuts (Man.) on each example.
Examples
Swan
Mountain
Ring
Bull
Eiffel

Q1
Ours
3.75
4.10
4.30
3.80
3.54

Q2
Man.
3.58
3.30
3.60
4.20
3.09

Ours
3.67
3.90
3.90
3.90
3.54

Man.
4.08
3.10
3.30
4.20
3.45

motion, examining the graphic structure and shapes. Next,
he tried to align the videos temporally in some candidate
positions. Turning the opacity of one video to around 50%,
he adjusted the position and scale for finer alignment.
Finally, he defined the transitioning by using dissolve. The
editor’s processing time is given in Table 3.
We conducted user studies to compare graphic matchcut results from our method and the manual editing ones,
by inviting subjects to watch videos. The perceptual studies
aim to evaluate the performances of different methods in
the video editing application. Subjects were asked to watch
and perceptually rate triplets of transition results, one from
our algorithm and one from the editor; the display order
was randomized. Each video was rated by 10 or 11 subjects.
Subjects could play each video many times and then they
were asked to rate the visual continuity of the videos as
well as perceptual comfort level on a 5-point Likert scale,
based on the following two questions:
Q1: How smooth was the visual flow conveyed by the
video (From 1 to 5: severe broken, moderate broken, mildly
smooth, smooth, very smooth).
Q2: How comfortable was the viewing experience? (From
1 to 5: very uncomfortable, uncomfortable, mildly comfortable, comfortable, very comfortable).
Table 4 shows the average rating of perceptual studies
on each example. Significances were computed between
methods by paired t-test with significance level α at 0.05.
If p-value is smaller than α, it means that the compared
methods are significantly different. As a result, the p-values
of Q1 and Q2 are 0.146 and 0.304 respectively. The results
indicate that graphic match-cuts from prominent structures
and professional editor are not significantly different.

7

C ONCLUSIONS AND D ISCUSSIONS

We have presented the notion of prominent structures in
video, a metric for evaluating their quality, an algorithm
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Figure 12. Video diff results of the same person. The selected frames where structures come from, are shown in the bottom-left corner in each
result. The color map used for alignment error visualization is shown rightmost.
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Figure 13. Video diff results of two people in different scenes.

Figure 14. Cartoon stylization of NPR.

for extracting prominent structures in videos and an algorithm for efficient alignment between a pair of videos.
Such technologies support a wide range of video analysis
and editing applications. Evaluations were conducted to
demonstrate that the prominent structures perform better
than alternative edge detection methods, and the proposed
video structure matching was visually similar to manual
matching by the professional editor, but saved editing time.
The quality of the match depends on the existence of
similar prominent structures in both shots. If no prominent
structures exist, our method degenerates to general structure computation. A failure example is shown in Figure
15 where none of the structures are prominent. On the
other hand, when similar shapes have large differences
in duration or speed, they present small correlation value
and will not be matched by our algorithm. This is because
our method does not compress or stretch the time-line.
In the future, temporal adjustment to the videos may be
introduced as long as they do not create visual discomfort
or break the temporal semantics (such as turning a running
sequence to walking).
For graphic match-cuts, when no good graphic matches
is found between shots, it could be interesting to use scene

Figure 15. Failure example with no prominent structures.

parsing [73] to provide semantic cues for matching. An
interesting future application is to apply graphic match-cut
to explore video collections [29], [30]. For example, finding
a path from a source video to a target video using graphic
match-cuts, or finding a path in a video collection that
has as many graphic match-cuts as possible. To support
such applications, other aspects and constraints should be
introduced and a global path optimization solution such as
dynamic programming should be used. Aligning structures
in two videos can also assist other applications such as
search and query applications in large video collections. In
addition, video editing applications can also utilize prominent structures and structure alignments. As 3D videos and
panoramic videos are becoming popular, in the future, we
would also like to investigate how prominent structures can
be applied to 3D or panoramic videos for virtual reality
content generation.
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